COOKIE POLICY
To make this site work well, sometimes we install in your dispositive some small data files called “cookies”.
Even most large sites do the same.

WHAT ARE COOKIES?
A cookie is a small text file that sites save on your computer or mobile dispositive while you are visiting
them. Thanks to cookies the site remembers your actions (i.e. login, language, characters dimensions and
other display settings so that you do not have to re-enter them again when you come back to the same site
or you surf from one page to another.

Extended information on cookies use
………..use c. to make their services simple and efficient for the user who is looking at the pages…….
Users visiting the site will see a few amount of information inserted into the devices they are using, either
computers or mobile devices, in small text files named “cookies” saved into the directories used from user
browser web.
There are different kind of cookies, some to make site use more effective, some to enable some functions.
Analyzing them in detail our cookies allow you to:
° store the preferences entered
° avoid to enter the same information several times during the visit so as user name and password
° to analyze either the services use and the contents furnished by…… to optimize the navigation experience
and services

Cookies types used by…………….
Here below the different types of cookies used by… according to the use purpose.

Technical cookies
This type of cookies allow the correct operating of some site sections. They are of 2 different categories,
persistent and of session:
-

Persistent: once the browser closed they will not be destroyed but they remain till a certain
expiring preset date
Session cookies: they are destroyed any time the browser is closed.

These cookies, always sent from our domain, are necessary to view the website correctly and they are
related to the technical services offered, they will be always used and sent, unless the user modifies his
own browser settings (invalidating in that way the site pages view)

Analytical cookies

These kind of cookies are used to collect information about sites use. www……..will use these information
on anonymous statistical analysis in order to improve the site use and to make the contents more
interesting and connected with the users desires. This cookie type collects anonymously data on the users
and on how they got to the Site. The analytical cookies are sent by the Site Itself or by third party domains,
in detail with GA with IP anonymized.

Google Analytics (Google)
GA is a web analysis service furnished by G.I. G uses the personal data gathered to trace and examine the
use of this Application, fill in report and share them with the other services developed by G. G. could use
the Personal Data to personalize and contextualize its publicity network spots. Personal Data gathered:
Cookies and Use Data. Processing location:……

Analyze services third party cookies
These cookies are used to gather information about the Site use from Users point of view anonymously
like: pages visited, permanence time, origin traffic source, geographic origin, age, gender and interests for
marketing campaigns. These cookies are sent by third party domains outside the Site.

Profiling cookies
Those are cookies necessary to create users profiles to send advertisements in line with the preferences
shown by the user inside the Site pages. Further current legislation, www…… it is not obliged to ask for
permission for technical and analytics cookies, since they are needed to give the requested services.
For all other type of cookies the consent could be given by the User in one or more of the following ways:
° Through particular used browser configurations or the relative computer programs used to surf the pages
composing the Sites.
° Through modifying the settings in use of third party services.
Both this solutions could not allow the user to use or visualize some Site parts.

Web Sites and third party services
The Site could contain links to other Web Sites that have their own Privacy Policy which could be different
for the one adopted by www….. and that it is not responsible for these sites.

How to deactivate cookies through browser set up
Chrome
° Run the Chrome browser
° Click on the menu in the browser bar beside URL window insertion for navigation
° Select set up

° Click on show advanced settings
° Click on Content Settings in the Privacy section
° In cookies section you can modify the following setting related to cookies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Allow storage of data locally
Edit local data until the browser is closed
Prevent sites from setting cookies
Block third party cookies and site data
Manage exceptions from some Websites
Deletion of one or all cookies

For more information visit the dedicated page

Mozilla Firefox
° Execute Mozilla Firefox Browser
° Click on the menu in the browser bar beside URL window insertion for navigation
° Select set up
° Select Privacy panel
° Click on show advanced settings
° In the section “Tracing” it is possible to modify the following cookies settings
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

Require sites not to perform any tracking
Communicate to the sites the availability to be traced
Do not communicate any preference related to the personal data tracking
From “Chronology” section it is possible:
Enabling use custom settings to selection if you accept third party cookies (always, from the most
visited sites or never) and to keep them for a specified period (until their expiring date, until Firefox
is closed, or to ask any time)
2. Remove individual stored cookies
For more information visit the dedicated page

Internet Explorer
° Execute IE Browser
° Click on Instruments and choose from Internet Options
° Click on Privacy tab and into the Setting Section change the slider according to the desired action for
cookies:
1. Block any cookie
2. Allow any cookie
3. Selection of Sites from which to obtain cookies: move the cursor to an intermediate position so as
not to block or allow any cookie, click on Sites, in the website address box insert a website and then
click on “block” or “allow”.

For more information visit the dedicated page

Safari
° Execute Safari Browser
° Click on Safari, select preferences and click on Privacy
° In “Block cookies” section specify how Safari has to accept cookies from internet sites
° To see which sites stored cookies click on Details
For more information visit the dedicated page

Safari iOS (mobile devices)
° Execute Safari iOS browser
° Click on Settings and then on safari
° Click on Block Cookies and choose among various options: “Never”, “Third party or advertisers” or
“Always”
° To cancel all cookies stored by Safari, click on Settings, then on Safari and eventually on Cancel Cookie
and data
For more information visit the dedicated page

Opera
° Execute Opera Browser
° Click on Preferences then on Advanced and finally on Cookie
° Select one of the following options:
1. Accept all cookie
2. Accept cookies only from the site you visit: third party cookie or that are sent from a domain other
than the one you are visiting will be rejected
3. Do never accept cookies: all cookie will never be stored

For more information visit the dedicated page

How to disable third party service cookies
Google Services
Facebook
Twitter

This page is visible through links at the bottom of all the pages of the site pursuant to art 122 second
paragraph D.lgs 196/2003 and following the simplified modalities for the informative and acquisition of
consent for cookie use published on Gazzetta Ufficiale n.126…. of 3 June 2014 and register of measures
n. 229 of…….

How to control cookies?
You can control and/or check cookies as you want, to learn more, go to ….You can delete cookies
already presents into the computer and you can set almost all the browsers so as to block the
installation. If you choose this option, you should then manually modify some preferences any time you
visit the site and it is possible that some services or certain functions are not available.

